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 Maloyaroslavetsky pilot-plant factory “MOPAZ” OJSC. In 2012 the factory celebrates its 88th  birthday. The 
factory began its business in 1924  and bore the name “Krasny metallist” work association. Nowadays 
“MOPAZ” is a modern machine factory producing high-quality garage equipment for car-service centers 
and equipment for NGV refueling compressor stations. 
The territory of “MOPAZ” OJSC amounts over 50.000 m2.  The manufacturing workshops are situated on 
area over 3.000 m2. On the territory of the factory are placed: boiler-house, cast shop, machine, 
assembly, galvanizing and transport shops. There are also section of mechanical rubber goods, section of 
plant engineer, blank section, guaranteed power supply system, painting section.
The convenient location of the factory at the intersection of the most important traffic arteries of Kyiv and 
Warsaw highways and railway allows to ship goods by truck and railway transport.

The main products of “MOPAZ” OJSC is a diagnostic, adjustment and maintenance equipment for fuel 
equipment of diesel engines, manufactured under the registered trademark “Doctor Diesel”. This 
equipment allows:
- To recover the nominal motor power and its thrust characteristics, 
- To improve the fuel economy (to 25%), 
- To bring the technical facilities in accord to environmental requirements. 
Our products have proved itself good in “price-quality” relationship and are significantly cheaper than 
import analogues. The products are confirmed for equipping service sections for diesel fuel equipment 
such manufacturers as Yaroslavl Diesel Equipment Plant (“YAZDA” OJSC), Yaroslavl Fuel Equipment 
Plant (“YAZTA” OJSC), Yaroslavl Motor Plant (“Autodiesel” OJSC) and many other.

In order to meet needs of developing markets of Russia, countries of near and far abroad of equipment 
established for producing methane gas-engine fuel, “MOPAZ” OJSC makes development and 
implementation of the newest models of NGVs (Natural Gas for Vehicles compressor station). 
At the present day we possess over 50 types of equipments for NGV stations with various assembly and 
performance characteristics and wide range of input pressures.
Maloyaroslavetsky pilot-plant joint-stock factory (MOPAZ) pays enough a large attention to the quality of 
produced goods, which is acknowledged by the Certificate of Compliance of Quality Management System 
(ISO 9001:2008), pattern Approval Certificate of measuring instruments, license for manufacture anв 
maintenance of measuring instruments.  All goods re guaranteed, product range is on record on the State 
Register of measuring instrument, the license of the State Technical Inspection is also available.
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Facilities for maintenance of 
diesel fuel equipment
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Model
ДД10-01
ДД10-04

Model
ДД10-06

Model
ДД10-05

Test benches for high-pressure fuel injection 
pump 

Due to the increasingly stringent requirements to decrease of fuel consumption, exhaust toxicity and improvement of effective power of diesel, the need of more 
precise diagnostics and adjustment of HPFIP is also grows up. The factory produces specified benches for simulating operation conditions of fuel equipment with 
diesel. The benches are equipped with asynchronous electric motors, which produce rotation movement from diesel transmitted to the shaft of HPFIP through drive 
coupling. Electric motor control is accomplished by frequency convertor, which parameters are set on in order to correspond the acceleration and breaking 
characteristics of the HPFIP ones as well as operation of bench. The benches of our production allow to service the whole range of fuel equipment both of domestic 
and foreign production.
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 Lubricating station for HPFIP ДД-3110

Supporting set ДД-3500

       Optional equipment for testing HPFIP  

Application:
Lubricating station is designated for providing lubrication conditions during 
testing on the bench of HPFIP with circular lubricating system.

Design features:
- Oil from pressure nipple through pipe line to HPFIP,
- Oil outlet is made through outlet pipe line,
- Pressure is  regulated by throttle,
- Oil corresponding to type of specified HPFIP.

Application:
Pneumatic tester of regulator HPFIP is designated for simulating real-time 
operation of motor while testing the pumps with automated antismoke controller 
or diesel supercharge controller, with altitude compensator on the bench ДД .

       Pneumatic tester of regulator HPFIP ДД-3200

Application:       
Supporting set for installation HPFIP of foreign manufacturing type PE, P etc. 
on the bench ДД. 
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Appliance ДД-2110 for testing and adjusting diesel 
injectors

        Appliance ДД-2115 for testing plunger assemblies 

Application:
Appliance for evaluation of technical conditions of plunger assemblies of high-
pressure fuel pumps of motors (МАZ, КАМАZ, ZIL, КАМАZ Euro).

Design features:
- Testing the plunger assembly for operation availability,
- The set includes adaptors for evaluation of technical conditions of various plunger 
assemblies, 
- Definition of wear degree of plunger assembly.
   

  Application:
  Прибор  предназначен для  испытания и регулировки форсунок дизельных 
  двигателей   отечественного и импортного производства.

  Design features:
  - application on the stationary and mobile diagnostic and maintenance  equipment,
  - The set includes various fuel supply lines.
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Diesel-tester ДД-3800

Application:
Appliance diesel-tester ДД-3800 is designated for testing operation 
capacity of HPFIP with inductive and potentiometric (resistive) position 
sensor for spool valve (measuring unit).

Design features:
-  Any position of the spool valve (measuring unit),
- Selection of potentiometric or induction position sensor,
- Feedback voltage control from position sensor of measuring unit on LED display,
-  Temperature control in HPFIP,
- Switch-on, switch-off, middle positioning of advance valve HPFIP.

Diesel-tester ДД-3810 for trucks

Application:
Appliance “Diesel Tester.PE”  is designated for testing operation capacity of in-
line HPFIP with electronic control according to the information of technical 
documentation (test-plan) of the pump.

Design features:
- High precision positioning of staff-measuring unit,
- voltage control from position sensor of measuring unit on LED display,
- Current control on the magnet coils HPFIP.

        Дополнительное оборудование для диагностики ТНВД,  
форсунок с электронным управлением
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Appliance “Cam-Box”Appliance ДД-3900

Application: 
Appliance “CR Tester.PR” is designated for testing the operation capability of 
injectors (condition and intensity of spray, volumetric capacity).

Application:
Appliance “Uis-Tester“ (“Cam-Box”) is designated for programmed by user 
signaling of pump-injector control and pump sections of various systems 
for testing its operation capability (condition and intensity of spray, 
volumetric capacity).

Design features:
- Testing individual HPFIP with electromagnetic valves of high pressure,
- Setting any value for advance angle of switching on the electromagnetic valve, 
- Current display function on coil.

Design features:
- Compatibility with Hartridge for control  of Delphi injector,
- Programming any type of control signal, duration of opening impulse, 
pause duration, number of impulses), 
- Manual automated control of pressure, 
- Automated storage of operation parameters.
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   Bench ДД-3420 for assembling-disassembling of 
HPFIP MAZ(YAMZ)

Bench ДД-3410 for assembling-disassembling of 
HPFIP KAMAZ  (YAZDA)

Application: 
Bench ДД-3410 is designated for assembling-disassembling of V-shaped 
high-pressure fuel pumps made by “YAZDA” OJSC applicable in motors 
made by “KAMAZ” OJSC on the maintenance stations.

Design features:
- Bench allows to rotate the pump about its axes
- tabletop, mobile

Application:
Bench ДД-3420 is designated for assembling-disassembling V-shaped 
high-pressure fuel pumps made by “YAZDA” OJSC applicable in motors 
made by “MAZ” OJSC on the maintenance stations.

Design features:
- Bench allows to rotate the pump about its axes and decline it angle-wise 0,45, 90 
grade,
- tabletop, mobile.

Optional equipment and maintenance tool for HPFIP, 
fuel equipment

Bench ДД-3430 for assembling-disassembling of fuel pumps
 4ТН; 6ТН; ЛСТН; УТН-5

Application: 
Bench ДД-3430 is designated for assembling-disassembling high-pressure fuel pumps 
4ТН; 6ТН; ЛСТН; УТН-5 on the maintenance stations.

Design features:
- Bench allows to rotate the pump about its axes
- tabletop, mobile“MOPAZ” OJSC
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Equipment for NGV refueling compressor 
station 
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NGV refueling compressor station
Application:
Natural gas vehicle refueling compressor station (NGV refueling compressor station) is designated for tanking vehicles with natural gas prepared in accordance with 
standard  ГОСТ27577-87 from gas networks with excess pressure from 0,02 to5,5MPа. 
The selection  of NGV refueling compressor station is stipulated by inlet pressure and necessary operation capacity.

NGV station structure:
The station can include the following components and systems:
- Inlet filter,
- Inlet plugs unit,
- Appliance for  gas dehydration,
- Compressor appliance,
- Outlet unit,
- Management and automation system, 
- System of interunit gas pipelines,
- fuel-filling column,
- Pressure compensator,
- Common kit of spare parts.
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Compressors
Application:
Reciprocating compressors are designated for operation as part of NGV-stations, filling hydropneumatiс accumulators, ensuring technological processes of gas 
compressor units, compression of associated petroleum gas by pumping it in major pipeline, using as boosting compressors for preliminary compression of natural 
gas. 

Compressor ARIEL JGN2Compressor S270B DB 4B
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                                                 Gas dehydration stations

 

Application:
In order to protect NGV-stations from possible water hammer and hydration of 
pipe lines, accessories and cooling systems of compressor stations, the factory 
has set up production of methane dehydration stations УОГМ-1000/1-6 for 
operating pressures from 0,5 kgf/cm2 (bar) to 6,0 kgf/cm2 (bar) and УОГМ-
2000/6-12 for operating pressures from 6,0 kgf/cm 2 (bar) to12,0 kgf/cm 2 (bar).
Methane dehydration has an autonomous desiccant regeneration mode, 
independent from operation of NGV-station.
Gas dehydration stations are produced both in containerless module design 
and  in heated module-container design.
To provide continuous gas dehydration mode, the dehydration station contains 
two desiccants working in alternate mode: one in gas dehydration mode, the 
other in desiccant regeneration mode, as well as specified shutoff and control 
valves.

Design features:
- Current consumption 1,5-2 time lower for the whole operating cycle,
- Do not reduce input-output characteristics of compressor appliance NGV-
station due to 10-12% of high-pressure gas extraction for desiccant 
regeneration in adsorbing devices,
- Desiccant extraction from dehydration station and its high temperature 
calcination is not necessary,
- Installation to NGV-stations both domestic and foreign ones,
- Connection channel for ACS of highest level, control signals transmission, 
GPRS channels are provided.
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Automation and control system (ACS)
Application:
ACS is designated for providing operation reliability of the station according to the specified algorithm in modes “setting” (manual) and 
“automated”, parameters control, protection (shutdown) of the station against emergency operation modes as well as providing 
information on conditions of accessories for the operator. Type of ACS is microprocessing one based on element manufacturing.

ACS provides:

- Main parameters control and management of operation process,

- Soft start or frequency adjusting of compressor motor,

- Visualization and parameter determination of compressor station through colored touch-operated 
panel,

- Automated emergency shutdown of station in case of:

- Overrange of technical parameters,

- Fire or fume in compressor section. To this purpose the system is equipped by detection and 
alarm systems and fire warning system,

- блокировку включения станции при выходе технологических параметров за допустимые 
пределы,

- Emergency ventilation actuation inside the compressor station in case of fume level 10 % 
Concentration limit for flame propagation and emergency station shutdown in case of 20% 
Concentration limit for flame propagation;

- Sound and visual fault indication.
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                   Inlet plug unit (IPU) Gas pressure compensators

Application:
Gas pressure compensator (hydropneumatic accumulator) is designated for 
storage of compressed natural gas on the natural gas vehicle refueling 
compressor stations.
Pressure compensator is used for smoothing the irregular gas consumption 
during vehicles tanking and gas stocking.

Application: 
Inlet plug units are designated for separation of gas flow supplied to NGV-
station as well as for emergency automated gas discharge. Control of 
discharge and separation valves is by automation system of NGV-station.
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          Optional services of “MOPAZ” OJSC:
“MOPAZ” OJSC can provide the following services :
-designing and complete equipping maintenance and diagnostics sections of fuel 
equipment,
-commissioning the bench of HPFIP ТНВД  by high qualified  technicians of our 
factory,
-trainings in extension professional courses for regulation engineers of diesel fuel 
equipment,
- Acquainting the operation aspects directly in the factory,
- Advising by high qualified technician,
-qualitative maintenance service of equipment.Experts of “MOPAZ” OJSC provide: 

- Complete mounting,  commissioning and maintenance service of NGV-
equipment on the territory of Russian Federation, from project development to 
facility commissioning:
- Experts’ consulting to specify type and assembly of NGV-station;
- Preliminary work stage before project construction;
- Specification development for future project in cooperation with customer;
- Engineering development of project;
- Delivery of NGV-station according to the chosen type of assembly;
- Mounting, commissioning the project;
- Warranty, post-warranty maintenance including delivery of spare parts  and 
expendables.
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Manufacturing of the “Vodopribor” factory
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At the present moment “Vodopribor” OJSC UK is one of the leading manufacturers of water and heat metering devices as well as 
water isolation valves with European quality. The products are used everywhere in Russian Federation and states of near abroad. 
Among our regular customers are water plants in the biggest cities of Russia. 

“Plant “Vodopribor” OJSC provides complete solutions for housing and utilities sector of the country: from manufacturing to 
commissioning the water supply and disposal systems. 
  
 Water and heat metering devices

Water meter СХ/СГ-15 “Vodomer”
Water meter СКБ

Water meter ВХ/ВХС Combined water meter КВМ

Heat meter ИРВИКОН ТС-200Ultrasonic water meter ИРВИКОН СВ- 200

Since 2011 the manufacturing facilities of “Vodopribor” plant are placed on the territory of “MOPAZ” OJSC. Reposition of 
manufacturing facilities of “Vodopribor” OJSC UK on the territory of the partner-plant is stipulated by advantegeous investement 
and economic climate in the region: state support of enterprises, lower prices for energy supply (in comparison with Moscow 
ones), developed job market and qualified labor force.



Filter

Magnet flanged filter ФМФ Upright sieve meter ФСП

NEW
!

Magnet coupling filter ФММ

Gate valves

МЗВШ

МЗВГ

МЗВП

МЗВ

МЗВП

МТР
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Hatches

Adjustable hatches

Cast-iron hatches for inspection manholes type МТР with blocking 
mechanism

Hatches for telephone conduit type Л and Т 

Cast-iron manhole hatch

Sanitary lock-down hatches
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Services of “Vodopribor” plant

Besides manufacturing products for housing and facilities sector the “Vodopribor” plant provides 
following services:
- consulting, project development, manufacturing, mounting assembly of revenue water and heat 
metering
On the customer’s facilities;
- Observing and troubleshooting inspection of water and heat metering assemblies;
- Maintenance of automated revenue metering systems;
- Testing the flow-measuring units, heat meters and  fluid volume/flow transducers of various types;
- Mechanic product testing.
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Expected business areas of joint venture. Expected cooperation 
parameters with prospective investors. Investments possibilities in 

project.
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Purpose

The purpose of  establishment of joint venture with participation of a foreign company is increasing production of  NGV-stations and HPFIPs 
in order to take top market positions in future thanks to implementation of measurements for provision of competitive services being on 
market demand.

Objectives 
1. Become an innovative leader on the Russian market.
2. Competitive prices for goods and low cost for AMR. 
3. Ускорение темпов внедрения новых технологий.
4. New products and service implementation, in time and according to the price expectations. 
5. Development of proposal case. 

Business areas (variants):

1. Production of goods for NGV-stations and HPFIP on the MOPAZ plant in accordance with technologies and licenses of the European 
company with the following sale of goods in Russia,  Kazakhstan if possible by the MOPAZ plant;

2. Co-development and co-production of goods by MOPAZ and a company with the following sale of goods in Russia,  Kazakhstan if 
possible. Overall the international economic cooperation includes:

∙   internal and external trade (foreign trade transactions, export, import);
∙   international manufacturing cooperation;
∙   investment cooperation;
∙   international scientific-technical cooperation;
∙   economic and technical assistance.



THANK YOU FOR ATTENTION!
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